[Significance of five symptoms scoring sheet in the clinical diagnosis of BPPV].
Objective:To identify the validity of five symptoms scoring sheet that based on the patients who are suffering from benign paroxysmal positional vertigo(BPPV), and explore its effects and significance in the clinical diagnosis of BPPV.Method:A total of 484 patients with vertigo were included. All the patients were firstly assessed with five symptoms scoring sheet(repeated transient vertigo or aggravating vertigo during looking up, bending, getting out of bed, rolling over in bed and quick head movements) before being confirmed by Dix-Hallpike test and rolling test. Evaluating the predictive ability of this scoring sheet in the diagnosis of BPPV with ROC analysis.Result:According to the ROC analysis , the sensitivity and specificity were 95.4% and 80.3% respectively when the score >7, and an area under receiver operating characteristic curve(AUC) was 0.923.Conclusion:Five symptoms scoring sheet is useful and convenient in diagnosing BPPV, which can be used in BPPV screening and guide the vertigo patients to receive further test and treatment.